MOTORCYCLE SUSPENSION
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Nitron aim to provide the highest quality
motorcycle suspension through a
combination of innovation, uncompromising
quality and attention to detail.
Nitron will always represent excellent value delivered
through outstanding levels of customer service.

Guy Evans
C EO , N I T R O N R A C I N G S Y S T E M S LT D .

N I T R O N H A S O V E R A D EC A D E O F S U C C E S S , C E L E B R AT I N G
PRESTIGIOUS R ACE WINS AND L AP RECORDS AROUND THE WORLD.
D E S I G N ED, D E V ELO P ED A N D M A N U FAC T U R ED I N T H E U K ,
NITRON’S WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS ARE BASED IN ENGL AND’S
P R E S T I G I O U S ‘M OTO R S P O R T VA L L E Y ’, OX FO R D S H I R E .
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SHOCK ABSORBERS

ENGINEERED
IN THE UK

GLOBAL SERVICE
Nitron is dedicated to providing the very highest levels
of customer service, wherever a customer may be.

Every Nitron product is designed and engineered
in the UK, using the very latest technology and
cutting edge manufacturing techniques.

With service centres all over the world, the maintenance
and service support of your Nitron shock can be guaranteed.

With an extraordinary eye for detail design and
style, combined with proven engineering principles,
Nitron shocks are designed to provide you with the
very best in performance, reliability and style.

Nitron’s production lines in the UK, USA, Japan and Malaysia
afford the ability to manufacture hand built customer
specific products in addition to their full service capabilities.
All our other service centres are officially trained to rebuild
and modify Nitron products to your exact requirements.
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TESTED
AROUND
THE WORLD
Nitron products are in use in virtually every
country in the world. This has enabled extensive
testing in a wide variety of environments, both
on and off road, from deserts to race-circuits
and mountain trails to the Nurburgring.
Every product is built to the highest standards
ensuring that your product will give you years of
reliable, tailored use - whatever your requirement.

UK
GERMANY

USA

SPAIN

JAPAN

ASIA

AUS
NZ

for a full list of Nitron dealers please visit:

www.nitron.co.uk
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SHOCK ABSORBER

UNIQUE Technology
All Nitron products are made from individual
parts which have had extreme care and extensive
thought concentrated into their design.
Nitron products are assembled using a modular system
allowing greater flexibility in the construction process. Each
individual item is machined within exacting standards
and individually inspected by highly trained technicians
before passing Nitron’s strict quality inspection tests.

Basic Shock Design

Through rigorous testing of new production
processes, materials and coatings and combining
technologies only found within Nitron’s facility,
every shock is built to outperform and outlast
it’s competitors on track and on the road.
Maintaining these exacting build standards
provides Nitron customers with the highest levels
of engineering performance available today.

Nitron shocks are
available with a clevis
or a bearing end eye.
Race Pro models
are available with
potentiomenter mounts
for data logging.

1. End Eye / Top Mount
2. Damper Piston & Shim Stack
3. Shaft / Rod
4. Floating / Seperator Piston
5. Suspension Oil
6. Compressed Nitrogen Gas

Nitron shocks fitted with
a hose feature the 720
degree bi-axis swivel developed in-house to make
installation even easier.

Data lugs.
(only available on
Race Pro model)

R1

R2 & R3

Teflon lined spherical bearings
for ultimate low friction
installation and long life.

46mm and 40mm Piston Design.
Forged aluminium tubes with roller
burnished hard anodised bores
producing the smoothest tubes and most
consistent damping for many years.

Induction hardened and super polished
hard chrome plated piston rod shaft with
the highest scratch resistance available.
Silicone chrome spring with unique
‘FLEXaLIGHT’ coating for long life.

High Speed Compression 16 clicks
Low Speed Compression 16 clicks

Rebound 24 clicks

Length adjuster.
(where available)

Progressive cellular
bumpstop.

Hydrualic preload adjuster.
(Optional)

MODEL SHOWN: Race Pro 46mm with optional HPA.
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MOTORCYCLE Range
NTR-Race Pro

NTR-R3

NTR-R3 Twin Shocks

Race Pro

NTR-R1 Twin Shocks

R3

46mm
3-Way Adjustable
Data Mounts
16mm Rod
HPA Option

40mm
3-Way Adjustable
14mm Rod
HPA Option

R3 TWIN

(more options available)

(more options available)

NTR-R2

NTR-R1
R2

Classic
option

Classic
option

Stealth
option

35mm
3-Way Adjustable
14mm Rod

NTR-TVT Fork Cartridge Kits

R1 TWIN

35mm
1-Way Adjustable
14mm Rod

Stealth
option

NTF-43 Forks

R1

40mm
2-Way Adjustable
14mm Rod
HPA Option

40mm
1-Way Adjustable
14mm Rod
HPA Option

TVT Pro

25mm piston, damping and preload
adjustable, Kashima components

NTF-43

TVT

25mm piston, damping and preload adjustable

(more options available)

FORK Options

NTR-ADV Adventure Series

ADV R1
BMW
Front

46mm
1-Way Adjustable
14mm Rod
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ADV R1

46mm
1-Way Adjustable
16mm Rod
HPA Option

ADV R2

46mm
2-Way Adjustable
16mm Rod
HPA Option

ADV R3

46mm
3-Way Adjustable
16mm Rod
HPA Option

PISTON KIT

Pre-assembled
replacement for OE
valve piston kit.

Conventional 43mm front forks designed to fit most
twin shock bikes. Available in two colour options.

CUSTOM Shocks

FORK SPRING KIT
Highest specification
chrome silicone steel.
Supplied in pairs.

Nitron can offer shocks for almost any custom
or special project you are building.
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MONO SHOCK

MONO SHOCK

NTR-Race Pro

NTR-R3
NTR-R3 Shock
Used by high-profile racers, the
NTR R3 shock’s performance is
achieved through precise control of
its 3-way independent damping.

46mm PISTON

Made for the most demanding
riders, instant feedback is
transmitted from the rear wheel
and allows the limits of traction
to be confidently explored.

Featuring unique large
piston technology to create
the fastest reacting, most
refined shock available.

The range of adjustment, special
Nitron features and superb
value are combined in a modern
design that compliments any
high specification motorcycle.

NTR-Race Pro Shock
The most powerful race shock in the world...
Through use of a class-leading 46mm piston
design and ultra strong 16mm piston rod, Race
Pro shocks demonstrate exceptional levels
of damping control and refinement.
The fade resisting properties of the large piston, Nitron’s
unique valving and quality of materials combine to
make the Race Pro a TT and SuperBike winner.
Can also be fitted with an optional hydraulic
pre-load adjuster (as pictured).

Can also be fitted with an optional
hydraulic pre-load adjuster.

PIGGYBACK
Reservoir type*

Independent
Adjustment

3way

Compression
High- 16 clicks
Compression
Low-16 clicks
Rebound
24 clicks

PIGGYBACK
Reservoir type*

Independent
Adjustment
Compression
High-16 clicks
Compression
Low-16 clicks

DATA

Race Pro shocks are
available with data logging
potentiomenter mounts.
(clevis or bearing)

Rebound
24 clicks
Nitrogen Gas
Charged

3way
16

16

24
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16

16

24

Preload
Adjuster

Length
Adjuster

Length
Adjuster*

Preload
Adjuster

40mm
Piston Design

46mm
Piston Design

Full Alloy
Body

Full Alloy
Body

Nitrogen Gas
Charged

16mm
Piston Rod

14mm
Piston Rod

*Where possible

All Nitron hose type
reservoir shocks come with
our in house developed
Bi-Axis fittings that
allow for simple and
precise installation.

Both Race Pro and R3 shocks are available in many
different variations specifically to suit your bike.

*Where possible
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MONO SHOCK

MONO SHOCK

NTR-R2

NTR-R1
All Nitron hose
type reservoir
shocks come
with our in house
developed BiAxis fittings that
allow for simple
and precise
installation.

NTR-R1 Shock
Perfect partner for road and street,
providing superior performance...
Developed from the full race product, the NTR
R1 shocks offer dependable performance and
reliability for year-round road or track use.

PIGGYBACK
Reservoir type*

Independent
Adjustment

2way

Compression
High-16 clicks
Rebound
24 clicks
Preload
Adjuster
Length
Adjuster*
40mm
Piston Design
Full Alloy
Body

High grade materials protect against corrosion
whilst significantly reducing weight.
Simple combined 2-way damping adjusters
for quick tuning using a single adjuster.
Every R1 shock is built to order, sprung and fully
serviceable; a true performance upgrade.
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INTERNAL

Preload
Adjuster

Reservoir type
24

Combined
Adjustment

2way

Length
Adjuster*

Combined
24 clicks

24
24

40mm
Piston Design

Nitrogen Gas
Charged

Full Alloy
Body

14mm
Piston Rod
*Where possible

Nitrogen Gas
Charged
14mm
Piston Rod

NTR-R2 Shock

*Where possible

Premium track-day, fast road riding and
ultimate touring... what ever your requirement.
Totally dependable, fade resistant and hand
built with ultra low friction components,
the NTR-R2 shock is made to last.
A piggyback, pistolgrip or hose remote reservoir
allows for tool-free; quick and simple, independent
control of compression and rebound damping.
Widely praised by journalists and revered in
paddocks across Europe, North America and Japan.
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NTR-R2 shocks are available in many
different variations to suit your bike.

Both NTR-R2 and R1
shocks are available with
an optional hydraulic
preload adjuster (HPA).*
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MONO SHOCK

MONO SHOCK

NTR-ADV Adventure Series
NTR-ADV R1, R2 and R3

OPTIONS
HYDRAULIC PRELOAD
ADJUSTER

Specifically designed and built for Dual Sport/Adventure
bikes, the ADV shocks offer exceptional year-round
road and trail performance like no other shocks.
Using billet aluminium components, ADV shocks
not only offer a ride/handling improvement over the
standard shock but also a significant weight saving.

Hydraulic preload adjusters (HPAs) are available
for both 46mm and 40mm shocks, the HPA
allows for simple and immediate adjustment
of preload without the need for any tools.

ADV shocks are uniquely designed with heavy-duty 16mm
rods and a high-flow 46mm piston which are custom
tuned and developed for the demands of both long haul
road commutes through to Dakar style endurance events.
Only Nitron can offer such fade-free performance.

This system eliminates the time and effort usually
associated with dynamic changes in the motorcycle’s
attitude when adapting to ride with a pillion or
luggage. Featuring 50 clicks of fine adjustment.

TITANIUM BLACK SPRINGS
At Nitron we are a big fan of our traditional trademark blue
colour. We use it for our logos, for our signs and right throughout
our marketing. We love it and we can’t get enough of it.
That said, we do understand that it might not be to everyone’s
liking and there is always the possibility that it might end up
clashing with the colour of your bodywork or even your frame.
With this in mind, we are now happy to offer every motorcycle
customer the option to have a more subtle, but technically superb
looking, metallic titanium black spring as a no-cost option.

Length
Adjuster*
Preload
Adjuster

Adjustment
Options

46mm
Piston Design

Full Alloy
Body

Nitrogen Gas
Charged

16mm
Piston Rod

CUSTOM SHOCKS

R3 REAR

R2 REAR

R1 REAR

R1 BMW FRONT

*Where possible

With over a decade of experience, Nitron have honed the ability
to design and prototype unique and custom specification shocks
with unprecedented speed and value. Together, our designers,
engineers and production staff have a successful history of servicing
a wide range of clients and specialist industries. An enviable
reputation has grown as manufactures, teams and individuals
turn to Nitron for their custom solution. Nitron have the capability
and flexibility to manufacture unique one-off vehicle kits through
to supplying race series and international OEM production.
Nitron offer a full range of globally accessible services
including design, testing and production.
Contact us to discover how Nitron can work for you.

The ADV shocks are available in many different configurations to suit you and your bike.
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TWIN SHOCKS

TWIN SHOCKS

NTR-R3

NTR-R1

PIGGYBACK

INTERNAL

Reservoir type*

Independent
Adjustment

Reservoir type

3way

Compression
High- 16 clicks
Compression
Low-16 clicks
Rebound
24 clicks

16

Combined
Adjustment

2way

Combined
24 clicks

24
24

Nitrogen Gas
Charged
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12mm
Piston Rod

24

Preload
Adjuster

Preload
Adjuster

Length
Adjuster*

Length
Adjuster*

35mm
Piston Design

35mm
Piston Design

Full Alloy
Body

Full Alloy
Body

Nitrogen Gas
Charged

Optional 20mm longer
end eyes are available for
the twin-shock series.

*Where possible

Classic option

Classic option

12mm
Piston Rod
*Where possible

NTR technology packed into a twin-shock format represents the best
package for twin-shock bikes you can buy. Using the same materials,
finishes and production techniques as the larger NTR shocks, these twinshocks have all the features you would expect from a Nitron product.
Available for a huge range of bikes (and in custom sizes too), in either the
R1 for simplicity of use or the R3 with a huge range of adjustment for
those seeking the perfect individual set-up or the winning lap time.
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Stealth option

With a classic or stealth touch applied to our already world renown twin-shocks, you can
have Nitron custom build you a pair of either R1 or R3 piggyback shocks for your period
machine, TT winner or cafe racer project. Using the latest materials and technologies
ensures your bike will benefit from the ultimate in twin-shock dampers, with not
only the best looking shocks available, but also ones with the highest performance
in both comfort, reliability and speed. Fully re-buildable and modifiable, these
shocks can be tuned to your requirements and should last as long as your bike.

Stealth option
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FORK CARTRIDGE KITS

FORKS

NTR-TVT

NTF-43 Forks

TVT Cartridge Kits

NTF-43 Conventional Forks

Developed primarily to compliment and work with
Nitron NTR shock upgrades, TVT Cartridge Kits offer
the same level of improvements in rider control,
performance and comfort that have become the
trademark of the Nitron product. The system features
a large bore 25mm piston which provides significant
improvements in performance over the OEM set up and
ensures consistency during prolonged periods of use.
All vital components are hard anodised with the option
to specify ultra-low friction Kashima coating if desired
(TVT Pro). Developed and tested in conjunction with
some of the world’s leading race teams, independent
adjustment control of rebound and compression
damping is both easy to use and extremely effective.

Conventional (right way up) 43mm front forks for most twin-shock
bikes are now available with an exceptional specification.
High speed / low speed compression damping and rebound damping
along with spring pre-load adjustment is fitted on each fork leg.
Using the latest Japanese coatings from the Kashima Coat company,
these forks are ultra-low in friction giving a super smooth ride.

The damping control system consists of an adjustable
compression cartridge for installation into the left
fork leg and an adjustable rebound cartridge for the
right fork leg. Both offer independent damping and
pre-load adjustment via the uniquely styled fork
top caps. In addition to this, the key feature of the
TVT Fork Cartridge Kit is third high speed damping
valve incorporated into the compression cartridge.
This valve is pre-set to react to high speed, hard
edge bumps which would normally unsettle a well
damped set up especially when combined with hard
braking and cornering forces. The result is a balance of
performance, stability and compliance which give very
high levels of rider confidence and ultimate control.

Forged and precision machined
components, TiN (Titanium
Nitride) finished and Kashima
Coat hard anodising combine
to produce the finest set
of forks you can fit to your
twin-shock motorcycle.

COLOURFUL

All three valve pistons can be quickly and easily
removed for re-valving without the need to
remove the forks from the bike, keeping workshop
time to a minimum and meaning trackside
changes and set-up can be done with ease.
In motorsport, SuperBike riders have praised the ability
of the TVT cartridges as they have felt confidence
increase to new levels and lap times tumble. Probably
just as impressive as the on track ability is just how
adaptable the Tri-Valve Technology is for road use, giving
all levels of rider the confidence to make adjustments
to achieve a more usable and more capable bike.

NTF43 front forks are produced
in a range of colours using
various high-technology
coatings and finishes. Kashima
Coat and TiN coatings are
standard on all forks.

TVT PRO

TVT

TRI-VALVE
TECHNOLOGY
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FORKS

SHOCK ABSORBERS

OPTIONS
PISTON KIT
Nitron fork piston kits are supplied with pre-assembled compression
and rebound valves consisting of high flow pistons, high quality
shims, base holders and linear adjustment needles. Where
applicable external compression adjusters are also supplied.
These kits are a direct replacement for the OE parts and offer
significant improvements in damping control over the stock
valves. Our compression and rebound needles are also designed
to be more linear in their adjustment as well as providing a
greater range of adjustability. Your fork damping operation will be
extremely smooth with increased feel after fitting one of our kits.

SHOCK SERVICING
& DEVELOPMENT
Nitron shocks are built to perform and to last, manufactured
from the best possible materials to withstand years
of environmental attack. However, as with every highperformance component on a vehicle, some level of servicing
is recommended to maintain its best performance.
Nitron’s service is unlike many others, with every shock
being returned in an ‘as new’ technical condition. Nitron
replace all the critical components, fluids, gas, seals and
bushes. Every race shock is also checked and calibrated
on a dynamometer to ensure that it performs to the same
exacting standards as it did when it first left the factory.
Approved service centres are strategically located around the world
to ensure that your shock never has to travel far to be maintained.

SUSPENSION FLUID
A fully synthetic shear stable fork fluid, race developed to provide
optimum performance and zero drag in racing front forks. Leading
edge fluid engineering combined with low friction synthetic additives
ensures smooth, predictable action in competition front forks
regardless of the terrain and will provide a noticeable reduction
in stick slip. This low volatility formula minimises pressurisation
at very high temperatures and is exceptionally shear stable
even under the most arduous conditions. Also suitable for some
shock absorber units operating in extreme environments.

Every shock is also marked with a unique identity – so no matter
where in the world it is serviced, our engineers have access to data
that provides the unique and precise specifications required.
Winning races in a modern and highly competitive series
requires a perfectly setup machine and many Nitron service
centres have a dedicated team on hand to work directly with
racers to develop custom valving characteristics and form
an integral part of any serious racing campaign. Contact your
local service centre to discover how you can receive trackside assistance and bespoke development consultation.

FORK SPRINGS
Nitron’s range of front fork spring kits are made
exclusively for us by one of the worlds leading
manufacturers. Made from the very highest
specification carbon steel, these springs are wound,
precision ground, shot peened and stress relieved
before being rate checked and laser etched.
Our springs will noticeably improve the feel
of the front end of your bike by matching the
rate carefully to the rider’s weight and use.
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ENGINEERED IN THE UK

www.nitron.co.uk
Nitron Racing Systems Ltd. | Unit 20 | Avenue One | Station Lane | Witney | Oxfordshire | OX28 4XZ | United Kingdom

+44 (0) 1993 849 449

|

sales@nitron.co.uk

|

www.nitron.co.uk

